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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Assured Guaranty Corp. ("Assured"),
(" Assured"

an Interested Person as defined in the Court's

Order entered on December 19, 2017, NYSCEF Doc. No. 30 $1 (the "December 19 Order"),
Order"

respectfully requests that the Court grant its instant motion for leave to appear and participate in

this Article 77 special proceeding (the "Proceeding")
"Proceeding"

upon good cause shown, and to be heard in

connection with the Petition dated December 15, 2017, NYSCEF Doc. No. 1 (the "Petition"),
"Petition"

regarding the distribution of the Settlement
Payment¹

allocated to a single Settlement Trust, the

Trust"
SACO Trust 2005-GP1 (the "GP1 Trust"). Assured seeks to appear and participate at this time

in the interests of timely resolving the Proceeding solely as it relates to the GP1 Trust by

providing the Court with information that has not yet been presented by any Interested Person

regarding certain significant features of the GP1 Trust arising from the facts that (i) two classes

of notes issued by the GP1 Trust were insured by Assured pursuant to a Financial Guaranty

Insurance Policy, effective September 9, 2005 (the "GP1 Policy")
Policy"

and (ii) to date, Assured has

paid approximately $43.6 million under the GP1 Policy to cover losses on the insured notes.

This information has no bearing on, and will not affect the outcome of, the Proceeding as it

relates to any of the other Settlement Trusts.

Providing the Court with the benefit of this information will ensure that the distribution

of the Settlement Payment allocated to the GP1 Trust (the "GP1 Settlement Payment")
Payment"

will be

consistent with what Assured submits is the correct interpretation of the governing documents

for the GP1 Trust, including, in particular, the Indenture dated as of September 9, 2005, pursuant

to which the GP1 Trust issued the notes (the "GP1 Indenture").
Indenture"

Assured has conferred with U.S.

Bank, National Association ("U.S. Bank"),
Bank"

the securities administrator for the GP1 Trust, which

'
Capitalized terms used but not defined herein have the same meaning as ascribed in the Petition.

I
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told Assured that if it wishes to advance information regarding the GP1 Trust, it should seek to

appear in the Proceeding, and that U.S. Bank would not oppose Assured's instant motion. For

the reasons set forth herein, Assured's motion should be granted.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The GP1 Trust is a Settlement Trust subject to the Settlement Agreement dated as of

November 15, 2013 and modified as of July 29, 2014, by and among JPMorgan Chase & Co. and

its direct and indirect subsidiaries, and the above captioned institutional investors (the

"Settlement Agreement"),
Agreement"

as well as the Petition. The GP1 Trust is an insured transaction in

which Assured is the Note Insurer (as defined in the GP1 Indenture) of the Class A-1 Notes and

the Class M-1 Notes (collectively, the "Insured Notes").
Notes"

See Affidavit of Errol Uhr, dated July

26, 2018 ("Uhr Aff.") ¶ 3; Uhr Aff., Ex. B (GP1 Indenture), Appendix A at 20. To date, there

are approximately $3.4 million of Class A-1 Insured Notes, and approximately $2 million of

Class M-1 Insured Notes outstanding (not taking into account Assured's subrogation rights

discussed below). Assured is an express third-party beneficiary under the GP1 Indenture and is

expressly subrogated to the rights of the holders of the Insured Notes for all amounts that it

previously paid under the GP1 Policy; Uhr Aff., Ex. C (GP1 Policy); see Uhr Aff. ¶ 3; Ex. B

(GP1 Indenture) §§ 4.11, 11.17. Assured also has express reimbursement rights under the GP1

Indenture, which are separate from and in addition to its subrogation rights. To date, Assured

has paid approximately $43.6 million under the GP1 Policy to cover losses on the Insured Notes.

Uhr Aff. ¶ 4. Assured is subrogated to the rights of the holders of the Insured Notes for this

amount, and the GP1 Indenture's waterfall entitles Assured to reimbursement for the full amount

it has paid under the GP1 Policy (plus accrued interest) before any distributions can be made to

subordinated noteholders. Further, under the GP1 Indenture, the amount Assured has paid under
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"Answer"

Issues" â€”

the GP1 Policy is a factor used in determining whether the GP1 Trust's receipt of the GP1

Settlement Payment creates overcollateralization and whether any of the GP1 Settlement

Proceeds can be distributed to notes subordinate to the Insured Notes. See Uhr Aff., Ex. B (GP1

Indenture) § 3.03.

Assured seeks leave to appear in the instant proceedings to inform the Court of these

unique features of the GP1 Trust resulting from it being an insured transaction. This information

has not yet been conveyed to the Court. Although one Interested Party with respect to the GP1

Trust has submitted an answer to the Petition on January 29, 2018,see NYSCEF Doc. No. 165

(the "Answer"), the Answer did not disclose or take into account the insured features of the GP1

Trust or address how such features impact the receipt and distribution of the GP1 Settlement

Payment, regardless of how the Court resolves the specific issues raised in the Petition (i.e.,

whether the GP1 Settlement Payment should be treated as principal collections or interest

collections, and whether the GP1 Settlement Payment should be distributed according to the

"Pay
First"

or "Write-up
First"

method) (the "Petition Issues"). See Petition ¶¶ 21-23, 63-65.

Assured takes no position on the Petition Issues, but seeks to convey to the Court how the fact

that the GP1 Trust is an insured transaction affects how the GP1 Settlement Amount should be

distributed, regardless of how the Court answers the Petition Issues. This information is thus

highly relevant to the question of which class(es) of Notes should receive the GP1 Settlement

Payment.

Because Assured takes no position on the Petition Issues, Assured did not originally seek

to appear in the Proceeding. However, Assured recently became aware of a proposed order that

was agreed to by certain Interested Parties and Institutional Investors, and ultimately executed by

the Court, with respect to the BSABS 2005-HE7 Trust (an unrelated and uninsured transaction),
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â€”

â€”

see NYSCEF Doc. No. 357, Judgment, dated April 25, 2018, (the "April 25 Judgment"),
Judgment"

which

detailed the distribution of the Settlement Payment allocated to the relevant Settlement Trust and

the related certificate balance write
ups.2
ups. Based on its review of this order and learning that

other similar orders have been entered in other Settlement Trusts, Assured now seeks to appear

and clarify for the Court that in the case of the GP1 Trust, no distribution should be made to

certain subordinate classes of notes, nor should there be any write up of such subordinate classes

of notes, under any circumstances, because the GP1 Trust is an insured transaction where

Assured has paid approximately $43.6 million under the GP1 Policy. See, e.g., April 25

Judgment at 3-6.

Assured has had discussions with U.S. Bank regarding the GP1 Trust and learned that

U.S. Bank is not taking a position regarding how the GP1 Settlement Payment should be

distributed to the GP1 Trust. And as noted above, the one purported investor in the GP1 Trust

that has appeared in the Proceeding did not address this issue in its submission to the Court. See

Answer at 8-12 (highlighting, as examples, trusts other than the GP1 Trust). U.S. Bank further

communicated to Assured that if it wished to be heard on these points and on how they may

affect the distribution of the GP1 Settlement Payment, it should seek leave to appear and

participate in the Proceeding. Accordingly, Assured now seeks leave to appear and participate in

the Proceeding in order to provide the Court with this information about the insured nature of the

GP1 Trust.

2
Assured takes no issue with the allocation set forth in the April 25 Judgment, or with any distribution pertaining to

Settlement Trusts other than the GP1 Trust. Rather, Assured notes that after becoming aware of the April 25

Judgment, and subsequently learning of judgments previously executed by the Court with respect to other

Settlement Trusts, Assured seeks to be heard on the limited issue of the GP1 Trust and to explain to the Court that

any order governing the distribution of the GP1 Settlement Payment must be informed by the unique features of the

GP1 Trust as an insured transaction.
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â€”

ARGUMENT

I. ASSURED SHOULD BE GRANTED LEAVE TO APPEAR AND

PARTICIPATE IN THE PROCEEDING

A. Assured's Motion for Leave to Appear and Participate is Supported by Good

Cause

In the December 19 Order, the Court set a deadline of January 29, 2018 for answering the

Petition, "except for good cause
shown."

See December 19 Order ¶ 9. Although Assured did

not appear by the deadline set by the Court, it has "good
cause"

for its instant motion to appear

and participate in the Proceeding. As "good
cause"

is not defined in the December 19 Order, it is

governed by Section 2004 of the New York Civil Practice Law ("Section
("

2004"), which provides

that a court may extend a deadline set by order "upon such terms as may be just and upon good

cause
shown."

N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 2004. See also N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 103(b) ("Except
("

where

otherwise prescribed by law, procedure in special proceedings shall be the same as in actions,

and the provisions of the civil practice law and rules applicable to actions shall be applicable to

special proceedings."). Courts addressing good cause under Section 2004 have considered a

number of factors, including the length of the delay, the reason given for the delay, whether the

opposing party has been prejudiced by the delay, and whether the moving party was in default

before seeking the extension. See Calderone v. Molloy Coll., 153 A.D.3d 491, 493, 59 N.Y.S.3d

473, 474 (N.Y. App. Div. 2017) (citations omitted); Tewari v. Tsoutsouras, 75 N.Y.2d 1, 11-12

(1989) (citing N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 2004). Applying those factors here, Assured has demonstrated

good cause to appear and participate in the Proceeding at this time, and its motion should be

granted.

First, the time that has passed since the January 29, 2018 deadline weighs in favor of

Assured here where the Proceeding has not advanced with respect to the GP1 Trust. Indeed,

while consent orders have been entered and briefing has occurred with respect to other
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Settlement Trusts, there has been no resolution for the GP1 Trust, nor any developments since

the one Interested Party with respect to the GP1 Trust filed its Answer on January 29, 2018.

When Assured approached U.S. Bank to discuss the GP1 Trust, Assured was told that it should

seek leave to appear and participate in the Proceeding-despite the deadline having passed-if it

wishes to be heard on issues that Assured believes are critical to the Court reaching a proper

resolution for the GP1 Trust.

Second, Assured did not previously appear in the Proceeding because it does not take a

position on the Petition Issues the Court is asked to resolve, as the Petition's discussion of

overcollateralization did not raise a question as to how the insurance features of the GP1 Trust

should factor into the distribution of the GP1 Settlement Payment. Assured also believed that the

terms of the GP1 Indenture and other governing documents make clear the impact of the

insurance features of the GP1 Trust on the distribution of the GP1 Settlement Payment and

would ensure a proper distribution of the GP1 Settlement Payment, regardless of the Court's

resolution of the Petition Issues. Assured therefore had no reason to believe previously that the

fact that the GP1 Trust is an insured deal was relevant to resolution of the Petition Issues;

nothing suggested that any order resolving the Petition Issues for the GP1 Trust would involve

any specific interpretation of the GP1 Trust waterfall or how the GP1 Settlement Payment should

be distributed, potentially without factoring in the insured nature of the transaction. Upon

becoming aware of the recent order in the BSABS 2005-HE7 Trust, as well as orders pertaining

to other Settlement Trusts, which did in fact detail precisely how the distribution of the share of

the Settlement Payment allocated to the relevant Settlement Trusts should be made through their

waterfalls and how the related certificate balance write-ups should occur, Assured promptly

engaged in discussions with U.S. Bank on these issues. U.S. Bank's position, however, was that
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in order for U.S. Bank to consider Assured's position on how the GP1 Settlement Payment

should be distributed, and for the Court to have the benefit of this information, Assured would

need to seek leave from the Court to appear in the Proceeding. Following those exchanges with

U.S. Bank, Assured promptly filed this motion.

Third, granting Assured's instant motion will not prejudice any of the parties to the

Proceeding. Rather, it will provide the Court with relevant information that has, to date, not been

submitted in the Proceeding. As discussed, Assured does not take a position on the Petition

Issues. But Assured does seek to appear and participate at this time to provide the Court with

information about the insured structure of the GP1 Trust transaction, in order to ensure that any

order governing the distribution of the GP1 Settlement Payment is consistent with what Assured

believes is the correct interpretation of the GP1 Indenture. Indeed, U.S. Bank informed Assured

that it will not oppose Assured's appearance if granted leave by the Court.

Although one Interested Party has appeared with respect to the GP1 Trust, see generally

Answer, its January 29, 2018 submission did not take any express position with respect to the

GP1 Trust or as to how the GP1 Settlement Payment should be distributed. Indeed, that

submission said nothing about the fact that the GP1 Trust is an insured deal. On the other hand,

there is significant risk of prejudice to Assured if its instant motion is not granted and an Order

regarding the GP1 Trust is entered without the Court having considered the consequences of the

GP1 Trust's insured structure.

II. ASSURED'S GROUNDS FOR APPEARANCE AND PARTICIPATION

If granted leave to appear and participate in the Proceeding, Assured hopes to be heard

regarding the distribution that is required by the GP1 Indenture and other governing documents

for the GP1 Trust. Importantly, the insured structure of the GP1 Trust and the amount that
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Assured has paid under the GP1 Policy means that regardless of how the Court resolves the

Petition Issues, none of the GP1 Settlement Payment should be used to build

overcollateralization, and therefore, no amount of the GP1 Settlement Payment should go to any

notes subordinate to the Class M-1 Insured Notes. This is because under the GP1 Indenture, the

"Overcollateralization
Amount,"

which determines whether any of the GP1 Settlement Payment

would go to subordinated notes, is calculated by determining how much, if any, the GP1 Trust's

collateral (taking into account the GP1 Settlement Payment) exceeds the aggregate Note

Principal Balance of the Notes. See Uhr Aff. Ex. B (GP1 Indenture), Appendix A at 20, 23. For

purposes of this determination, the GP1 Indenture expressly provides that the Note Principal

Balance includes the $43.6 million Assured paid under the GP1 Policy, resulting in there being

no overcollateralization created by the GP1 Trust's receipt of the GP1 Settlement Payment. This

is true regardless of whether the GP1 Settlement Payment is distributed according to the "Write-

up
First"

method or the "Pay
First"

method. Assured submits that any order in this proceeding

regarding the GP1 Trust should reflect those basic mechanics of how the GP1 Trust works as an

insured transaction.

Accordingly, Assured seeks leave to appear in the Proceeding to ensure that any order

governing the distribution of the GP1 Settlement Payment reflects what Assured believes is the

correct interpretation of the terms of the GP1 Indenture and the other governing documents.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Assured respectfully requests that its motion for leave to

appear and participate in the instant proceedings be granted.
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Dated: July 26, 2018

New York, New York

Respectfully submitted,

o r oper

. tsh

CLEARY GOTTLIEB STEEN & HAMILTON LLP

One Liberty Plaza

New York, New York 10006

T: 212-225-2000

F: 212-225-3999

Counsel for Assured Guaranty Corp.
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